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Market Update — April 12th, 2019 

Spot resin trading was very good during the second week of April and completed volumes were 

heavily weighted in favor of Polyethylene over Polypropylene. While asking prices for both PE and 

PP generally moved higher, actual transaction levels were largely flat and not enough to move the 

needle. Market sentiment has shifted from neutral to cautiously optimistic with more opportunity 

seen for rising prices rather than further weakness. After several months of relaxed buying, domestic 

demand improved in March and has continued into April. Polyethylene exports remained very strong 

as opportunities continued to flood our trade desk from most global regions. Polypropylene exports 

have been growing too, representing nearly 4% of sales in March, much of it to MX with lower qual-

ity shipments destined for the Indian and Asian markets.  

 

The major energy markets were mixed this past week with Oil again taking the spotlight. WTI Crude 

Oil showed healthy back and forth action throughout the week; the May futures contract established 

its entire range by Tuesday and ultimately scored a moderate gain of $0.81/bbl to $63.89/bbl. Brent 

Oil outperformed to the upside, adding $1.21/bbl to $71.55/bbl. Natural Gas futures were uneventful 

and for the second straight week the May contract ended nearly unchanged at $2.66/mmBtu. Ethane 

and Propane both rebounded strongly after posting large losses the prior week before. Ethane gained 

$.018/gal to $.24/gal ($.10/lb). Propane recovered $.047/gal to $.673/gal ($.19/lb). 

 

Monomer trading was a bit subdued while prices moved modestly higher. Spot Ethylene saw decent 

activity both early and late in the week, with not much in between. Ethylene for April delivery fin-

ished back above $.14/lb for about a 2% gain. Propylene continued to build on the previous week’s 

reversal, rallying further on relatively light volume. PGP for prompt delivery ratcheted up more than 

a cent, settling Friday above $.335/lb. More active trade was again seen in the deferred months 

where premiums expanded. May PGP is priced at $.35/lb, it reached nearly $.40/lb by December and 

the forward curve currently peaks at $.42/lb in June 2020. Current pricing supports a small gain for 

April PGP contracts.  

 

Spot Polyethylene trading continued to hum along at a healthy pace before an impressive Friday 

session made the week’s totals shine. Although prices were mostly steady, except for some added 

strength in LDPE, good demand, from both domestic and international buyers, supported the PE 

market’s small gains achieved over the past several weeks. Notwithstanding increased Polyethylene 

production and an upstream inventory build in March, surplus resin offers have diminished. Rising 

oil prices, which puts upward pressure on international feedstock costs, encouraged hefty PE exports 

in March; offshore sales exceeded 1.35 billion lbs, which represented more than a third of total sales. 

Domestic demand was better too as processors had drawn down on-hand resin supplies for 4-months 

straight. Polyethylene producers again will seek a $.03/lb price increase this month and, if success-

ful, pursue an additional price hike come May, before more newly added production begins.  

 

Polypropylene trading was a bit slower this past week, while the flow of offers was consistent, ask-

ing prices were higher and buyers resisted the increases. In general, transaction levels were flat as 

were our benchmark prices. The quality of available material was generally offgrade, with fewer 

fresh Generic Prime railcars seen as supplies appear to be tightening. Polypropylene contracts de-

creased $.03/lb in March, bringing the total relief to $.245/lb since November. PP demand improved 

in March as processors recognized that the string of contract decreases has likely come to an end and 

began to exhibit restocking behavior. April will be a transition month and its possible to see a small 

price increase take hold. If PGP costs unfold as the forward curve currently suggests, we are now 

witnessing the start to a new upward trend.  
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Resin for Sale 11,367,548 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Offer

HDPE - Blow 1,911,472          0.460$   0.510$   0.455$    0.495$   

PP Copo - Inj 1,851,840          0.500$   0.610$   0.520$    0.560$   

LLDPE - Film 1,761,588          0.465$   0.525$   0.445$    0.485$   

HDPE - Inj 1,213,564          0.480$   0.550$   0.455$    0.495$   

PP Homo - Inj 1,115,932          0.510$   0.580$   0.500$    0.540$   

LDPE - Film 1,017,748          0.480$   0.550$   0.465$    0.505$   

LLDPE - Inj 963,748             0.470$   0.560$   0.480$    0.520$   

LDPE - Inj 843,012             0.490$   0.570$   0.480$    0.520$   

HMWPE - Film 688,644             0.480$   0.560$   0.455$    0.495$   

TPE IndexSpot Range

HDPE Blow Molding 

1 Year 

PP Homopolymer 

1 Year 


